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PHP Objects, Patterns, And Practice
Use new features of PHP 7 to solve practical, real-world problems
faced by PHP developers like yourself every day. About This Book
This course covers the new features of version 7.x, best practices for
server-side programming, and MVC frameworks Leverage the
potential of PHP for server-side programming, memory
management, and Object-Oriented Programming to improve your
programming productivity This course also illustrates the
development of a complete modular application using PHP 7 in
detail Who This Book Is For If you are an aspiring web developer,
mobile developer, or back-end programmer, who has basic
experience in PHP programming and wants to develop performancecritical applications, then this course is for you. It will take your
PHP programming skills to next level. What You Will Learn Solve
practical real-world programming problems using PHP 7 Discover
where and when PHP 5 code needs to be re-written to avoid
backwards-compatibility breaks Use advanced PHP 7 features such
as the Abstract Syntax Tree, Uniform Variable Syntax, Scalar Type
Hints, Generator Delegation, Anonymous Classes, and the Context
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Sensitive Lexer Set up a high performance development and
production environment for PHP 7 Discover new OOP features in
PHP 7 to achieve high performance Discover the new features of
PHP 7 that are relevant to modular application development Explore
the ins and outs of the Symfony framework Build a set of modules
based on the Symfony framework that comprise a simple web shop
app In Detail PHP is a great language for developing web
applications. It is essentially a server-side scripting language. PHP 7
is the latest version, providing major backward-compatibility breaks
and focusing on improved performance and speed. This course
follows a learning path which is divided into three modules. Each
module is a mini course in its own right, taking your basic PHP
programing skills to the next level by showing you intermediate to
advanced PHP techniques with a focus on PHP 7. This way, get you
equipped with the tools and skills required to develop professional
and efficient applications for your websites and enterprises. The
first module of the book is a programming cookbook that consists
over 80 recipes! Each recipe is designed to solve practical, realworld problems faced by PHP developers like yourself every day.
This course also covers new ways of writing PHP code made possible
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only in version 7. The second module of the course is designed to
improve the performance and productivity of your application. We'll
introduce you to the concepts of Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP) in PHP 7, then shed some light on how to improve the
performance of your PHP 7 applications and database. Throughout
this module you will be introduced to benchmarking tools. With all
important concepts of PHP covered up you will move on to third
module. In this module you will gain a deep insight into the modular
programming paradigm and how to achieve modularity in your PHP
code. Modular design techniques help you build readable,
manageable, reusable, and more efficient codes. PHP 7, which is a
popular open source scripting language, is used to build modular
functions for your software. This Learning Path combines some of
the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package. It
includes content from the following Packt products: PHP 7
Programming Cookbook, Doug Bierer Learning PHP 7 High
Performance, Altaf Hussain Modular Programming with PHP 7,
Branko Ajzele Style and approach This book takes a practical, stepby-step approach with real-world examples that serve as building
blocks for your application development and guide you through
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improving the quality of your code.
Discover how to apply the principles of OOP, types, and package
management the right way Key FeaturesExplore the latest PHP 8.1
features and modern web development practicesRefactor your
legacy codebase using modern features and styles in PHPCreate
your own Composer packages that can be reused across all PHP
projectsBook Description PHP has come a long way since its
introduction. While the language has evolved with PHP 8, there are
still a lot of websites running on a version of PHP that is no longer
supported. If you are a PHP developer working with legacy PHP
systems and want to discover the tenants of modern PHP, this is the
book for you. The Art of Modern PHP 8 walks you through the latest
PHP features and language concepts. The book helps you upgrade
your knowledge of PHP programming and practices. Starting with
object-oriented programming (OOP) in PHP and related language
features, you'll work through modern programming techniques such
as inheritance, understand how it contrasts with composition, and
finally look at more advanced language features. You'll learn about
the MVC pattern by developing your own MVC system and advance
to understanding what a DI container does by building a toy DI
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container. The book gives you an overview of Composer and how to
use it to create reusable PHP packages. You'll also find techniques
for deploying these packages to package libraries for other
developers to explore. By the end of this PHP book, you'll have
equipped yourself with modern server-side programming techniques
using the latest versions of PHP. What you will learnUnderstand how
to use modern PHP features such as objects, types, and moreGet to
grips with PHP package management using ComposerExplore
dependency injection for your PHP applicationsFind out what the
differences are between legacy and modern PHP 8 code and
practicesWrite clean PHP code and implement design patternsGet
hands-on with modern PHP using examples applying MVC and DI
techniquesWho this book is for The book is for existing PHP
developers and CTO-level professionals who are working with PHP
technologies, including legacy PHP, in production. The book
assumes beginner-level knowledge of PHP programming as well as
experience with server-side development.
With Pro JavaScript Design Patterns, you’ll start with the basics of
object-oriented programming in JavaScript applicable to design
patterns, including making JavaScript more expressive, inheritance,
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encapsulation, information hiding, and more. The book then details
how to implement and take advantage of several design patterns in
JavaScript. Each chapter is packed with real-world examples of how
the design patterns are best used and expert advice on writing
better code, as well as what to watch out for. Along the way you’ll
discover how to create your own libraries and APIs for even more
efficient coding.
Build server-side applications more efficiently—and improve your
PHP programming skills in the process—by learning how to use
design patterns in your code. This book shows you how to apply
several object-oriented patterns through simple examples, and
demonstrates many of them in full-fledged working applications.
Learn how these reusable patterns help you solve complex problems,
organize object-oriented code, and revise a big project by only
changing small parts. With Learning PHP Design Patterns, you’ll
learn how to adopt a more sophisticated programming style and
dramatically reduce development time. Learn design pattern
concepts, including how to select patterns to handle specific
problems Get an overview of object-oriented programming concepts
such as composition, encapsulation, polymorphism, and inheritance
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Apply creational design patterns to create pages dynamically, using
a factory method instead of direct instantiation Make changes to
existing objects or structure without having to change the original
code, using structural design patterns Use behavioral patterns to
help objects work together to perform tasks Interact with MySQL,
using behavioral patterns such as Proxy and Chain of Responsibility
Explore ways to use PHP’s built-in design pattern interfaces
Database Interactions in Object Oriented Applications
Programming PHP
Php Objects, Patterns And Practice, 2E
Agile Principles, Patterns, and Practices in C#
AGILE PRIN PATTS PRACTS C#_1
Design Patterns Explained
Learn each of the original gang of four design patterns, and how they
are relevant to modern PHP and Laravel development. Written by a
working developer who uses these patterns every day, you will easily
be able to implement each pattern into your workflow and improve your
development. Each pattern is covered with full examples of how it can
be used. Too often design patterns are explained using tricky
concepts, when in fact they are easy to use and can enrich your
everyday development. Design Patterns in PHP and Laravel aims to
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break down tricky concepts into humorous and easy-to-recall details,
so that you can begin using design patterns easily in your everyday
work with PHP and Laravel. This book teaches you design patterns in
PHP and Laravel using real-world examples and plenty of humor. What
You Will Learn Use the original gang of four design patterns in your
PHP and Laravel development How each pattern should be used Solve
problems when using the patterns Remember each pattern using
mnemonics Who This Book Is For People using Laravel and PHP to do
their job and want to improve their understanding of design patterns.
PHP is a server-side scripting language that enables you to develop
dynamic sites that engage users in ways that are simply not possible
using only HTML and CSS. PHP for Absolute Beginners takes a practical
approach to teaching you how to build dynamic content for your
website using PHP. You’ll quickly get started with practical PHP
projects, learning how to build a dynamic image gallery. By the end
of the book you’ll will have developed a personal blog complete with
a password protected admin module. PHP for Absolute Beginners won't
swamp you with every detail of the full PHP language up front –
instead, you’ll be introduced to a small, versatile subset of PHP and
learn to use it creatively to develop dynamic web sites. In the
process you will learn to use variables, control structures,
functions, and objects to your advantage. You will learn how to plan
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and create databases and how to organize your PHP scripts
beautifully. At the end of the book, you will be a confident PHP
user, ready to take the next steps in creating great websites.
Effective, readable, and robust codes in PHP About This Book Leverage
the newest tools available in PHP 7 to build scalable applications
Embrace serverless architecture and the reactive programming
paradigm, which are the latest additions to the PHP ecosystem Explore
dependency injection and implement design patterns to write elegant
code Who This Book Is For This book is for intermediate level
developers who want to become a master of PHP. Basic knowledge of PHP
is required across areas such as basic syntax, types, variables,
constants, expressions, operators, control structures, and functions.
What You Will Learn Grasp the current state of PHP language and the
PHP standards Effectively implement logging and error handling during
development Build services through SOAP and REST and Apache Trift Get
to know the benefits of serverless architecture Understand the basic
principles of reactive programming to write asynchronous code
Practically implement several important design patterns Write
efficient code by executing dependency injection See the working of
all magic methods Handle the command-line area tools and processes
Control the development process with proper debugging and profiling
In Detail PHP is a server-side scripting language that is widely used
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for web development. With this book, you will get a deep
understanding of the advanced programming concepts in PHP and how to
apply it practically The book starts by unveiling the new features of
PHP 7 and walks you through several important standards set by PHP
Framework Interop Group (PHP-FIG). You'll see, in detail, the working
of all magic methods, and the importance of effective PHP OOP
concepts, which will enable you to write effective PHP code. You will
find out how to implement design patterns and resolve dependencies to
make your code base more elegant and readable. You will also build
web services alongside microservices architecture, interact with
databases, and work around third-party packages to enrich
applications. This book delves into the details of PHP performance
optimization. You will learn about serverless architecture and the
reactive programming paradigm that found its way in the PHP
ecosystem. The book also explores the best ways of testing your code,
debugging, tracing, profiling, and deploying your PHP application. By
the end of the book, you will be able to create readable, reliable,
and robust applications in PHP to meet modern day requirements in the
software industry. Style and approach This is a comprehensive, stepby-step practical guide to developing scalable applications using PHP
7.1
This is the second edition of David Powers' highly-respected PHP
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Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made Easy. This new edition has been
updated by David to incorporate changes to PHP since the first
edition and to offer the latest techniques—a classic guide modernized
for 21st century PHP techniques, innovations, and best practices. You
want to make your websites more dynamic by adding a feedback form,
creating a private area where members can upload images that are
automatically resized, or perhaps storing all your content in a
database. The problem is, you're not a programmer and the thought of
writing code sends a chill up your spine. Or maybe you've dabbled a
bit in PHP and MySQL, but you can't get past baby steps. If this
describes you, then you've just found the right book. PHP and the
MySQL database are deservedly the most popular combination for
creating dynamic websites. They're free, easy to use, and provided by
many web hosting companies in their standard packages. Unfortunately,
most PHP books either expect you to be an expert already or force you
to go through endless exercises of little practical value. In
contrast, this book gives you real value right away through a series
of practical examples that you can incorporate directly into your
sites, optimizing performance and adding functionality such as file
uploading, email feedback forms, image galleries, content management
systems, and much more. Each solution is created with not only
functionality in mind, but also visual design. But this book doesn't
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just provide a collection of ready-made scripts: each PHP Solution
builds on what's gone before, teaching you the basics of PHP and
database design quickly and painlessly. By the end of the book,
you'll have the confidence to start writing your own scripts or—if
you prefer to leave that task to others—to adapt existing scripts to
your own requirements. Right from the start, you're shown how easy it
is to protect your sites by adopting secure coding practices.
Modern PHP
Concepts, Techniques, and Code
PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice, Second Edition
PHP Solutions
PHP Cookbook
Learning PHP Design Patterns

Offers instructions for creating programs to do tasks
including fetching URLs and generating bar charts using the
open source scripting language, covering topics such as
data types, regular expressions, encryption, and PEAR.
Automated testing is a cornerstone of agile development. An
effective testing strategy will deliver new functionality
more aggressively, accelerate user feedback, and improve
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quality. However, for many developers, creating effective
automated tests is a unique and unfamiliar challenge. xUnit
Test Patterns is the definitive guide to writing automated
tests using xUnit, the most popular unit testing framework
in use today. Agile coach and test automation expert Gerard
Meszaros describes 68 proven patterns for making tests
easier to write, understand, and maintain. He then shows
you how to make them more robust and repeatable--and far
more cost-effective. Loaded with information, this book
feels like three books in one. The first part is a detailed
tutorial on test automation that covers everything from
test strategy to in-depth test coding. The second part, a
catalog of 18 frequently encountered "test smells,"
provides trouble-shooting guidelines to help you determine
the root cause of problems and the most applicable
patterns. The third part contains detailed descriptions of
each pattern, including refactoring instructions
illustrated by extensive code samples in multiple
programming languages.
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Think of all the things you could do in 24 hours. Go
sightseeing. Read a book. Learn PHP. Sams Teach Yourself
PHP in 24 Hours is a unique learning tool that is divided
into 24 one-hour lessons over five sections. Starting with
the basics, you will discover the fundamentals of PHP and
how to apply that knowledge to create dynamic websites with
forms, cookies and authentication functions. You will also
find out how to access databases, as well as how to
integrate system components, e-mail, LDAP, network sockets
and more. A support website includes access to source code,
PHP updates, errata and links to other relevant websites.
Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours is a quick and easy way
to learn how to create interactive websites for your end
user.
Looks at the principles and clean code, includes case
studies showcasing the practices of writing clean code, and
contains a list of heuristics and "smells" accumulated from
the process of writing clean code.
A Practical Guide Offering Insights Into the New Features
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and Usage Changes in PHP 8.X
Visual QuickPro Guide
Refactoring Test Code
Patterns, Frameworks, Testing and More
Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours
Build Powerful Code by Mastering PHP's Object-oriented
Enhancements, Design Patterns, and Essential Development
Tools
Explains how to use the open source scripting language to process and validate forms, track sessions,
generate dynamic images, create PDF files, parse XML files, create secure scripts, and write C language
extensions.
In 1994, Design Patterns changed the landscape of object-oriented development by introducing classic
solutions to recurring design problems. In 1999, Refactoring revolutionized design by introducing an
effective process for improving code. With the highly anticipated Refactoring to Patterns , Joshua
Kerievsky has changed our approach to design by forever uniting patterns with the evolutionary process
of refactoring. This book introduces the theory and practice of pattern-directed refactorings: sequences
of low-level refactorings that allow designers to safely move designs to, towards, or away from pattern
implementations. Using code from real-world projects, Kerievsky documents the thinking and steps
underlying over two dozen pattern-based design transformations. Along the way he offers insights into
pattern differences and how to implement patterns in the simplest possible ways. Coverage includes: A
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catalog of twenty-seven pattern-directed refactorings, featuring real-world code examples Descriptions
of twelve design smells that indicate the need for this book’s refactorings General information and new
insights about patterns and refactoring Detailed implementation mechanics: how low-level refactorings
are combined to implement high-level patterns Multiple ways to implement the same pattern–and when
to use each Practical ways to get started even if you have little experience with patterns or refactoring
Refactoring to Patterns reflects three years of refinement and the insights of more than sixty software
engineering thought leaders in the global patterns, refactoring, and agile development communities.
Whether you’re focused on legacy or “greenfield” development, this book will make you a better
software designer by helping you learn how to make important design changes safely and effectively.
Readers can take their PHP skills to the next level with this fully revised and updated PHP Advanced:
Visual QuickPro Guide, Third Edition! Filled with fourteen chapters of step-by-step content and written
by bestselling author and PHP programmer Larry Ullman, this guide teaches specific topics in direct,
focused segments, shows how PHP is used in real-world applications. The book teaches developing web
applications using advanced PHP techniques and advanced database concepts, and this edition offers
several chapters devoted to object-oriented programming and all-new chapters on debugging, testing,
and performance and using the Zend framework. Author hosts a popular companion website at
www.larryullman.com, where readers can freely download code used in the book, access a user forum
and book updates, and get advice directly from the author.
Learn how to develop elegant and rock-solid systems using PHP, aided by three key elements: object
fundamentals, design principles, and best practices. The 6th edition of this popular book has been fully
updated for PHP 8, including attributes, constructor property promotion, new argument and return
pseudo-types, and more. It also covers many features new since the last edition including typed
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properties, the null coalescing operator, and void return types. This book provides a solid grounding in
PHP's support for objects, it builds on this foundation to instill core principles of software design and
then covers the tools and practices needed to develop, test, and deploy robust code. PHP 8 Objects,
Patterns, and Practice begins by covering PHP's object-oriented features. It introduces key topics
including class declarations, inheritance, and reflection. The next section is devoted to design patterns. It
explains the principles that make patterns powerful. You’ll cover many of the classic design patterns
including enterprise and database patterns. The last segment of the book covers the tools and practices
that can help turn great code into a successful project. The section shows how to manage multiple
developers and releases with git, and how to manage builds and dependencies with Composer. It also
explores strategies for automated testing and continuous integration. After reading and using this book,
you will have mastered object-oriented enhancements, design patterns, and the essential development
tools available for PHP 8. What You Will Learn Work with object fundamentals: write classes and
methods, instantiate objects, and create powerful class hierarchies using inheritance Master advanced
object-oriented features, including static methods and properties, managing error conditions with
exceptions, and creating abstract classes and interfaces Understand and use design principles to deploy
objects and classes effectively in your projects Discover a set of powerful patterns that you can
implement in your own projects Guarantee a successful project including unit testing; version control
and build, installation, and package management; and continuous integration Who This Book Is For
Anyone with at least a basic knowledge of PHP who wants to use its object-oriented features in their
projects. It is also for PHP coders who want to learn about the practices and tools (version control,
testing, continuous integration, etc) that can make projects safe, elegant and stable.
PHP 7: Real World Application Development
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xUnit Test Patterns
The Art of Modern PHP 8
PHP 8 Programming Tips, Tricks and Best Practices
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software
Object Design Style Guide
25 proven patterns for improving data access and application performance Efficient, highquality data access code is crucial to the performance and usability of virtually any enterprise
application--and there's no better way to improve an existing system than to optimize its data
access code. Regardless of database engine, platform, language, or application, developers
repeatedly encounter the same relational database access challenges. In Data Access
Patterns, Clifton Nock identifies 25 proven solutions, presenting each one in the form of a
clear, easy-to-use pattern. These patterns solve an exceptionally wide range of problems
including creating efficient database-independent applications, hiding obscure database
semantics from users, speeding database resource initialization, simplifying development and
maintenance, improving support for concurrency and transactions, and eliminating data access
bottlenecks. Every pattern is illustrated with fully commented Java/JDBC code examples, as
well as UML diagrams representing interfaces, classes, and relationships. The patterns are
organized into five categories: Decoupling Patterns: Build cleaner, more reliable systems by
decoupling data access code from other application logic Resource Patterns: Manage
relational database resources more efficiently Input/Output Patterns: Simplify I/O operations by
translating consistently between "physical" relational data and domain object representations
of that data Cache Patterns: Use caching strategically, to optimize the tradeoffs between data
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access optimization and cache overhead Concurrency Patterns: Implement concurrency and
transactions more effectively and reliably Data Access Patterns demystifies techniques that
have traditionally been used only in the most robust data access solutions--making those
techniques practical for every software developer, architect, and designer.
Presents an introduction to PHP and object-oriented programming, with information on such
topics as classes, inheritance, RSS readers, and XML.
With the award-winning book Agile Software Development: Principles, Patterns, and Practices,
Robert C. Martin helped bring Agile principles to tens of thousands of Java and C++
programmers. Now .NET programmers have a definitive guide to agile methods with this
completely updated volume from Robert C. Martin and Micah Martin, Agile Principles, Patterns,
and Practices in C#. This book presents a series of case studies illustrating the fundamentals
of Agile development and Agile design, and moves quickly from UML models to real C# code.
The introductory chapters lay out the basics of the agile movement, while the later chapters
show proven techniques in action. The book includes many source code examples that are
also available for download from the authors’ Web site. Readers will come away from this book
understanding Agile principles, and the fourteen practices of Extreme Programming Spiking,
splitting, velocity, and planning iterations and releases Test-driven development, test-first
design, and acceptance testing Refactoring with unit testing Pair programming Agile design
and design smells The five types of UML diagrams and how to use them effectively Objectoriented package design and design patterns How to put all of it together for a real-world
project Whether you are a C# programmer or a Visual Basic or Java programmer learning C#,
a software development manager, or a business analyst, Agile Principles, Patterns, and
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Practices in C# is the first book you should read to understand agile software and how it
applies to programming in the .NET Framework.
At last – a second edition of this classic web development work. PHP Objects, Patterns, and
Practice shows you how to meld the power of PHP with the sound enterprise development
techniques embraced by professional programmers. Going well beyond the basics of objectoriented development, you'll learn about advanced topics such as working with static methods
and properties, abstract classes, interfaces, design patterns, exception handling, and more.
You'll also be exposed to key tools such as PEAR, CVS, Phing, and phpDocumentor. PHP is
the most popular web development language in the world. With corporate adoption on the rise,
this fully updated and enhanced edition is an essential text for webmasters.
Object-Oriented JavaScript - Second Edition
Mastering PHP Design Patterns
Objects, Design, Agility
Mastering OO Enhancements, Design Patterns, and Essential Development Tools
Object-Oriented PHP
A Framework for Building Modern PHP Apps

Pro PHP presents experienced developers with a thorough guide to the language's key
advanced features, focusing on both recent and emerging features and development
trends. Advanced object-oriented features, documentation, debugging, software
patterns, and the Standard PHP Library are just a few of the topics covered in extensive
detail. Author and noted PHP expert Kevin McArthur also examines emerging practices
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and trends such as the MVC architecture as applied to PHP, with special emphasis
placed upon the increasingly popular Zend Framework. The book also covers JSON,
the SOAP extension, and advanced web services topics.
Using research in neurobiology, cognitive science and learning theory, this text loads
patterns into your brain in a way that lets you put them to work immediately, makes you
better at solving software design problems, and improves your ability to speak the
language of patterns with others on your team.
Backed by a tireless development community, PHP has been a model of language
evolution over its 10+ year history. Borne from a contract developer's pet project, these
days you'll find PHP powering many of the world's largest web sites, including Yahoo!,
Digg, EA Games, and Lycos. PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice, Second Edition
shows you how to meld the power of PHP with the sound enterprise development
techniques embraced by professional programmers. Going well beyond the basics of
object-oriented development, you'll learn about advanced topics such as working with
static methods and properties, abstract classes, interfaces, design patterns, exception
handling, and more. You'll also be exposed to key tools such as PEAR, CVS, Phing,
and phpDocumentor.
Design patterns are comprehensive, well-tested solutions to common problems that
developers everywhere encounter each day. Although designed for solving general
programming issues, some of them have been successfully adapted to the specific
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needs of Web development.php architect's Guide to PHP Design Patterns is the first
comprehensive guide to the application of design patterns to the PHP development
language. Designed to satisfy the need of enterprise-strength development, you will find
this book an excellent way to learn about design patterns and an irreplaceable
reference for your day-to-day programming.With coverage of more than 16 different
types of patterns, including Model-View-Controller, Iterator, MockObject, Register,
Proxy, ActiveRecord, DataMapper and many, many others, this book is the ideal
resource for your enterprise development with PHP 4 and PHP 5.* Includes over 16
design patterns* Each pattern is discussed in detail with practical code applications*
Covers both PHP 4 and PHP 5* Provides a thorough test-driven approach to design
patterns* Code is available online
PHP Advanced and Object-Oriented Programming
PHP Architect's Guide to PHP Design Patterns
Using MySQL, JavaScript, CSS3, and HTML5
Learn how to write modern, performant, and enterprise-ready code with the latest PHP
features and practices
Data Access Patterns
PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja

Résumé : Written with an emphasis on design, and including many best practices and
tools, this practical book aims to help readers develop elegant and rock-solid systems through
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mastery of three key elements : object fundamentals, design principles, and development best
practice. -You will first be introduced to object-oriented programming, then to the basics of objects in
JavaScript. This book takes a do-it-yourself approach when it comes to writing code, because
the best way to really learn a programming language is by writing code. You are encouraged
to type code into Firebug's console, see how it works and then tweak it and play around with
it. There are practice questions at the end of each chapter to help you review what you have
learned. For new to intermediate JavaScript developer who wants to prepare themselves for
web development problems solved by smart JavaSc.
Software -- Software Engineering.
What sets Laravel apart from other PHP web frameworks? Speed and simplicity, for starters.
This rapid application development framework and its ecosystem of tools let you quickly
build new sites and applications with clean, readable code. Fully updated to cover Laravel 5.8,
the second edition of this practical guide provides the definitive introduction to one of
today’s mostpopular web frameworks. Matt Stauffer, a leading teacher and developer in the
Laravel community, delivers a high-level overview and concrete examples to help
experienced PHP web developers get started with this framework right away. This updated
edition also covers Laravel Dusk and Horizon and provides information about community
resources and other noncore Laravel packages. Dive into features, including: Blade,
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Laravel’s powerful custom templating tool Tools for gathering, validating, normalizing, and
filtering user-provideddata The Eloquent ORM for working with application databases The
role of the Illuminate request object in the application lifecycle PHPUnit, Mockery, and Dusk
for testing your PHP code Tools for writing JSON and RESTful APIs Interfaces for filesystem
access, sessions, cookies, caches, and search Tools for implementing queues, jobs, events, and
WebSocket event publishing
A JavaScript and jQuery Developer's Guide
New Features and Good Practices
Learning JavaScript Design Patterns
PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice
PHP for Absolute Beginners
Head First Design Patterns
Develop robust and reusable code using a multitude of design
patterns for PHP 7 About This Book Learn about advanced design
patterns in PHP 7 Understand enhanced architectural patterns
Learn to implement reusable design patterns to address common
recurring problems Who This Book Is For This book is for PHP
developers who wish to have better organization structure over
their code through learning common methodologies to solve
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architectural problems against a backdrop of learning new
functionality in PHP 7. What You Will Learn Recognize recurring
problems in your code with Anti-Patterns Uncover object creation
mechanisms using Creational Patterns Use Structural design
patterns to easily access your code Address common issues
encountered when linking objects using the splObserver classes
in PHP 7 Achieve a common style of coding with Architectural
Patterns Write reusable code for common MVC frameworks such as
Zend, Laravel, and Symfony Get to know the best practices
associated with design patterns when used with PHP 7 In Detail
Design patterns are a clever way to solve common architectural
issues that arise during software development. With an increase
in demand for enhanced programming techniques and the versatile
nature of PHP, a deep understanding of PHP design patterns is
critical to achieve efficiency while coding. This comprehensive
guide will show you how to achieve better organization structure
over your code through learning common methodologies to solve
architectural problems. You'll also learn about the new
functionalities that PHP 7 has to offer. Starting with a brief
introduction to design patterns, you quickly dive deep into the
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three main architectural patterns: Creational, Behavioral, and
Structural popularly known as the Gang of Four patterns. Over
the course of the book, you will get a deep understanding of
object creation mechanisms, advanced techniques that address
issues concerned with linking objects together, and improved
methods to access your code. You will also learn about AntiPatterns and the best methodologies to adopt when building a PHP
7 application. With a concluding chapter on best practices, this
book is a complete guide that will equip you to utilize design
patterns in PHP 7 to achieve maximum productivity, ensuring an
enhanced software development experience. Style and approach The
book covers advanced design patterns in detail in PHP 7 with the
help of rich code-based examples.
”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to
use it to design truly secure and performant applications.”
—Charles Soetan, Plum.io Key Features Dozens of techniques for
writing object-oriented code that’s easy to read, reuse, and
maintain Write code that other programmers will instantly
understand Design rules for constructing objects, changing and
exposing state, and more Examples written in an instantly
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familiar pseudocode that’s easy to apply to Java, Python, C#,
and any object-oriented language Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About The Book Well-written objectoriented code is easy to read, modify, and debug. Elevate your
coding style by mastering the universal best practices for
object design presented in this book. These clearly presented
rules, which apply to any OO language, maximize the clarity and
durability of your codebase and increase productivity for you
and your team. In Object Design Style Guide, veteran developer
Matthias Noback lays out design rules for constructing objects,
defining methods, and much more. All examples use instantly
familiar pseudocode, so you can follow along in the language you
prefer. You’ll go case by case through important scenarios and
challenges for object design and then walk through a simple web
application that demonstrates how different types of objects can
work together effectively. What You Will Learn Universal design
rules for a wide range of objects Best practices for testing
objects A catalog of common object types Changing and exposing
state Test your object design skills with exercises This Book Is
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Written For For readers familiar with an object-oriented
language and basic application architecture. About the Author
Matthias Noback is a professional web developer with nearly two
decades of experience. He runs his own web development,
training, and consultancy company called “Noback’s Office.”
Table of Contents: 1 ¦ Programming with objects: A primer 2 ¦
Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦ Manipulating
objects 5 ¦ Using objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦
Performing tasks 8 ¦ Dividing responsibilities 9 ¦ Changing the
behavior of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects 11 ¦ Epilogue
Discover effective techniques, workarounds, and expert guidance
for avoiding situations where your application might break
following PHP 8 migrationKey Features* Get the hang of all the
new features introduced in PHP 8* Learn how to detect potential
code breaks and keep your application code running smoothly in
PHP 8* Explore an exciting new trend - asynchronous PHP
programming using Swoole and FibersBook DescriptionThanks to its
ease of use, PHP is a highly popular programming language used
on over 78% of all web servers connected to the Internet. PHP 8
Programming Tips, Tricks, and Best Practices will help you to
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get up-to-speed with PHP 8 quickly. The book is intended for any
PHP developer who wants to become familiar with the cool new
features available in PHP 8, and covers areas where developers
might experience backward compatibility issues with their
existing code after a PHP 8 update. The book thoroughly explores
best practices, and highlights ways in which PHP 8 enforces
these practices in a much more rigorous fashion than its earlier
versions.You'll start by exploring new PHP 8 features in the
area of object-oriented programming (OOP), followed by
enhancements at the procedural level. You'll then learn about
potential backward compatible breaks and discover best practices
for improving performance. The last chapter of the book gives
you insights into PHP async, a revolutionary new way of
programming, by providing detailed coverage and examples of
asynchronous programming using the Swoole extension and
Fibers.By the end of this PHP book, you'll not only have
mastered the new features, but you'll also know exactly what to
watch out for when migrating older PHP applications to PHP
8.What you will learn* Gain a comprehensive understanding of the
new PHP 8 object-oriented features* Discover new PHP 8
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procedural programming enhancements* Understand improvements in
error handling in PHP 8* Identify potential backward
compatibility issues* Avoid traps due to changes in PHP
extensions* Find out which features have been deprecated and/or
removed in PHP 8* Become well-versed with programming best
practices enforced by PHP 8Who this book is forThis book is for
PHP developers at all levels who have experience in PHP 5 or
above. If you're just getting started with PHP, you'll find the
code examples useful for learning the language. Developers who
have worked for a few months on one or more PHP projects will be
able to apply the tips and techniques to the code at hand, while
those with many years of PHP experience are sure to appreciate
the concise coverage of new PHP 8 features.
"One of the great things about the book is the way the authors
explain concepts very simply using analogies rather than
programming examples–this has been very inspiring for a product
I'm working on: an audio-only introduction to OOP and software
development." –Bruce Eckel "...I would expect that readers with
a basic understanding of object-oriented programming and design
would find this book useful, before approaching design patterns
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completely. Design Patterns Explained complements the existing
design patterns texts and may perform a very useful role,
fitting between introductory texts such as UML Distilled and the
more advanced patterns books." –James Noble Leverage the quality
and productivity benefits of patterns–without the complexity!
Design Patterns Explained, Second Edition is the field's
simplest, clearest, most practical introduction to patterns.
Using dozens of updated Java examples, it shows programmers and
architects exactly how to use patterns to design, develop, and
deliver software far more effectively. You'll start with a
complete overview of the fundamental principles of patterns, and
the role of object-oriented analysis and design in contemporary
software development. Then, using easy-to-understand sample
code, Alan Shalloway and James Trott illuminate dozens of
today's most useful patterns: their underlying concepts,
advantages, tradeoffs, implementation techniques, and pitfalls
to avoid. Many patterns are accompanied by UML diagrams.
Building on their best-selling First Edition, Shalloway and
Trott have thoroughly updated this book to reflect new software
design trends, patterns, and implementation techniques.
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Reflecting extensive reader feedback, they have deepened and
clarified coverage throughout, and reorganized content for even
greater ease of understanding. New and revamped coverage in this
edition includes Better ways to start "thinking in patterns" How
design patterns can facilitate agile development using eXtreme
Programming and other methods How to use commonality and
variability analysis to design application architectures The key
role of testing into a patterns-driven development process How
to use factories to instantiate and manage objects more
effectively The Object-Pool Pattern–a new pattern not identified
by the "Gang of Four" New study/practice questions at the end of
every chapter Gentle yet thorough, this book assumes no patterns
experience whatsoever. It's the ideal "first book" on patterns,
and a perfect complement to Gamma's classic Design Patterns. If
you're a programmer or architect who wants the clearest possible
understanding of design patterns–or if you've struggled to make
them work for you–read this book.
Dynamic Web Design Made Easy
A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship
Design Patterns in PHP and Laravel
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Pro PHP
Design Patterns
A New Perspective on Object-Oriented Design
This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise
development practices used by professional programmers. Updated for
PHP 5.3 with new sections on closures, namespaces, and continuous
integration, this edition will teach you about object features such as
abstract classes, reflection, interfaces, and error handling. You’ll
also discover object tools to help you learn more about your classes,
objects, and methods. Then you’ll move into design patterns and the
principles that make patterns powerful. You’ll learn both classic
design patterns and enterprise and database patterns with easy-tofollow examples. Finally, you’ll discover how to put it all into
practice to help turn great code into successful projects. You’ll
learn how to manage multiple developers with Subversion, and how to
build and install using Phing and PEAR. You’ll also learn strategies
for automated testing and building, including continuous integration.
Taken together, these three elements—object fundamentals, design
principles, and best practices—will help you develop elegant and rocksolid systems.
Write solid, secure, object-oriented code in the new PHP 8. In this
book you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural
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process of building and testing modules within each tier. This
practical approach teaches you about app development and introduces
PHP features when they are actually needed rather than providing you
with abstract theory and contrived examples. In Learn PHP 8,
programming examples take advantage of the newest PHP features; you’ll
follow a learn-by-doing approach, which provides you with complete
coding examples. “Do It” exercises in each chapter provide the
opportunity to make adjustments to the example code. The end-ofchapter programming exercises allow you to develop your own
applications using the algorithms demonstrated in the chapter. Each
tier is logically and physically separated using object-oriented and
dependency injection techniques, thus allowing independent tiers that
can be updated with little or no effect on the other tiers. In
addition to teaching good programming practices through OOP, there is
a strong emphasis on creating secure code. As each chapter is
completed, you’ll have the opportunity to design and create an
application reinforcing the concepts learned. What You Will Learn
Program PHP 8 web applications Use interfaces, containers, and
platforms Apply modular programming Manage data objects and use MySQL
and other databases Work with multi-functional and secure user
interfaces Handle logging exceptions and more Who This Book Is For
Those new to web development, specifically PHP programming. Also, this
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book can be useful to those who have some PHP/web development
experience who are new to PHP 8.
To keep programming productive and enjoyable, state-of-the-art
practices andprinciples are essential. Object-oriented programming and
design help managecomplexity by keeping components cleanly separated.
Unit testing helps preventendless, exhausting debugging sessions.
Refactoring keeps code supple andreadable. PHP offers all this-and
more. PHP in Action shows you how to apply PHP techniques and
principles to all themost common challenges of web programming,
including: Web presentation and templates User interaction including
the Model-View-Contoller architecture Input validation and form
handling Database connection and querying and abstraction Object
persistence Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free
PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code
from the book.
PHP & MySQL: Novice to Ninja, 6th Edition is a hands-on guide to
learning all the tools, principles, and techniques needed to build a
fully functional application using PHP & MySQL. Comprehensively
updated to cover PHP 7 and modern best practice, this practical and
fun book covers everything from installing PHP and MySQL through to
creating a complete online content management system. You'll learn how
to: Install PHP & MySQL on Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux Gain a thorough
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understanding of PHP syntax Use object oriented programming techniques
Master database design principles and SQL Develop robust websites that
can handle high levels of traffic Build a working content management
system (CMS) And much more!
Learn PHP 8
Pro JavaScript Design Patterns
Mastering PHP 7
PHP Objects, Patterns and Practice
Laravel: Up & Running
Refactoring to Patterns
PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to tell with all of the
outdated PHP tutorials online. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how PHP has
become a full-featured, mature language with object-orientation, namespaces, and a
growing collection of reusable component libraries. Author Josh Lockhart—creator of
PHP The Right Way, a popular initiative to encourage PHP best practices—reveals these
new language features in action. You’ll learn best practices for application architecture
and planning, databases, security, testing, debugging, and deployment. If you have a
basic understanding of PHP and want to bolster your skills, this is your book. Learn
modern PHP features, such as namespaces, traits, generators, and closures Discover
how to find, use, and create PHP components Follow best practices for application
security, working with databases, errors and exceptions, and more Learn tools and
techniques for deploying, tuning, testing, and profiling your PHP applications Explore
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Facebook’s HVVM and Hack language implementations—and how they affect modern
PHP Build a local development environment that closely matches your production
server
With Learning JavaScript Design Patterns, you’ll learn how to write beautiful,
structured, and maintainable JavaScript by applying classical and modern design
patterns to the language. If you want to keep your code efficient, more manageable, and
up-to-date with the latest best practices, this book is for you. Explore many popular
design patterns, including Modules, Observers, Facades, and Mediators. Learn how
modern architectural patterns—such as MVC, MVP, and MVVM—are useful from the
perspective of a modern web application developer. This book also walks experienced
JavaScript developers through modern module formats, how to namespace code
effectively, and other essential topics. Learn the structure of design patterns and how
they are written Understand different pattern categories, including creational, structural,
and behavioral Walk through more than 20 classical and modern design patterns in
JavaScript Use several options for writing modular code—including the Module pattern,
Asyncronous Module Definition (AMD), and CommonJS Discover design patterns
implemented in the jQuery library Learn popular design patterns for writing
maintainable jQuery plug-ins "This book should be in every JavaScript developer’s
hands. It’s the go-to book on JavaScript patterns that will be read and referenced many
times in the future."—Andrée Hansson, Lead Front-End Developer, presis!
Get Up to Speed With PHP the Easy Way
PHP 8 Objects, Patterns, and Practice
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PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice, Fifth Edition
PHP in Action
Clean Code
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